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Conscious Choices for Peace How Peace Certification Can Promote Community Unity
LAURA BAUER

Educators will learn how exploring Mattie Stepanek’s “Three
Choices for Peace” can be introduced and explored through both

Executive Director

formal and informal lessons, as well as nurtured through play and

Mattie J.T. Stepanek

everyday activities and interactions. Teaching peace is more than

Foundation

just a lesson plan or service project or doing good deeds – it is
learning about a way of being. While teaching peace does not
change the world; it is responding to what we learn – about the
needs of others, about bullying, about resilience, about
collaboration – that creates change. For schools who are interested
in a supported journey, the Foundation offers Peace Certification,
where we provide detailed information and printed resources on
key elements of Mattie’s message as well as guidance on adapting
or creating a specific community-building activity or plan.

DR. JUDY ORTON

Windows to the World: Intercultural Learning Opportunities
at Georgia Southwestern State University

GRISSETT

Dr. Orton Grissett will discuss the intercultural learning experiences
Director of

GSW offers its students through the Windows to the World

Experiential

program. The Windows to the World (W2W) program offers

Learning

programs and experiential activities to help students learn about

Georgia

and explore cultural diversity and inclusion, including study abroad

Southwestern State

and domestic study away trips, guest speakers, and virtual learning

University

opportunities. The goal of W2W is to help prepare GSW graduates
to engage successfully in the diverse world in which we live.

Culture, Empathy, and Authentic Resources:
The Why and The How
BERTHA DEGADILLO
and

Unleash the power of using cultural content and authentic
resources in our language classes not only as a tool to build
proficiency and communicative competence but also as a bridge to

CLAUDIA

cultivate empathy and respect for different cultures. In this session,

ELLIOTT

we will share specific activities that you can use with your student
to deepen their understanding of different products, practices, and
perspectives using authentic resources. We will also address how
we can make those authentic resources comprehensible and
accessible to all your students from level one to AP.

Roomies, Zoomies, & Everywhere In Between:
Where Do We Go From Here?

MEREDITH WHITE
fourth-generation
educator, teaches
Spanish I and II

Attendees will reflect on the lessons from the 2020-2021 school
year with students, proficiency, organization, and how it all fits
together going forward. What went well that we've continued
doing? What lessons did we learn as a result of a pandemic that
would've benefited us before? What cracks in the system were
illuminated, never to be ignored again? Meredith will reflect

Peachtree Ridge

candidly on 1) what has changed, 2) what we can't go back to, and

HS in Atlanta, GA

3) what is currently working in the 2021-22 year. Framed in the
context of planning, assessing, grading, and high-leverage habits,
let's really talk about how we can get more bang for our buck with

Website: http://bit.ly/MeredithWhite

our stamina and teacher toolboxes going forward. Come ready to
contemplate what did and didn't work for you as well as how we'll
keep pushing forward together in 2021-22.
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EVAN DAVIS

The Importance of Digital Literacy in the Workforce
and In Fighting Misinformation

Senior Specialist
Strategic
Partnership with
Habitat for

The internet can be a tremendous tool to support students and the
global workforce but it is also full of misinformation. This session
will discuss the importance of digital literacy and provide tools to
better recognize misinformation building a stronger workforce and

Humanity

society. Before joining Habitat Evan volunteered in Rwanda

International

teaching economics, entrepreneurship, and English to secondaryschool students and members of parliament.

PATRICK WALLACE

Growing Georgia’s Global Workforce and Building Capacity
and Resources for Students and Teachers.

GaDOE Program
Director
World Languages
and Global
Initiatives

In this session, the presenter will outline some of the latest
developments from the Georgia Department of Education regarding
world language educational opportunities. He will also share
exciting news about Georgia’s commitment to supporting world
language educators and programs in the years ahead. He oversees
the Georgia Seal of Biliteracy Program, International Skills Diploma
Seal Program and supports Georgia’s Dual Language Immersion
Initiative. Mr. Wallace is a former Georgia German Teacher of the
Year and a two time school level teacher of the year and has served
at the Department of Education for the last four years.

MATT EARLEY

International Partnerships: Preparing The Next Generation To
Work For Peace In A Changing World

Director of Sales

This presentation will focus on international partnerships and

and Marketing

preparing the next generation to work for peace in a world that is

Cafe Campesino

changing rapidly. Matt Earley has worked for over two decades to
help create a more equitable and sustainable coffee industry. He
holds a BA in Anthropology from The University of Kentucky and a MA
in Latin American Studies from The University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Matt is the Sales and Marketing Director of Café Campesino, a fair
trade and organic coffee roaster based in Americus, GA.

JOSEFINA GEMBE

Bringing the World into Our Classrooms

In this presentation, we will discuss how I show my students the

Spanish teacher

world. We explore ways to meaningfully incorporate authentic texts

Carrollton High School and individual experiences into various levels of language learning.

We will discuss ways to incorporate them in the classroom and the
benefits of providing students with a wide variety of perspectives to
encourage open-mindedness, self-reflection and respect for others.

JESS SINCLAIR
Reset Coach,
Educator, Innovator

RESET: Harnessing the Power of the Pause

The process of pausing to consciously choose and intentionally
investigate mindsets, processes, and actions towards self, others
and society with the goal of reducing ‘past-baggage’ and increase
life wins. Through this workshop, participants will discover benefits
and challenges associated with “the power of pausing,” identify and
address behaviors that create barriers, learn, practice and identify
opportunities to apply the power of pausing using the “RESET”
process to Reflect, Erase, Submit, Elevate and Trust.

